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Enjoy the Silence: Nearly Half of Human  
tRNA Genes Are Silent
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ABSTRACT: Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are key components of the translation machinery. They read codons on messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and 
deliver the appropriate amino acid to the ribosome for protein synthesis. The human genome encodes more than 500 tRNA genes but their 
individual contribution to the cellular tRNA pool is unclear. In recent years, novel methods were developed to improve the quantification of tRNA 
gene expression, most of which rely on next-generation sequencing such as small RNA-Seq applied to tRNAs (tRNA-Seq). In a previous study, 
we presented a bioinformatics strategy to analyse tRNA-Seq datasets that we named ‘isodecoder-specific tRNA gene contribution profiling’ (Iso-
tRNA-CP). Using Iso-tRNA-CP, we showed that tRNA gene expression is cell type- and tissue-specific and that this process can regulate tRNA-
derived fragments abundance. An additional observation that stems from that work is that approximately half of human tRNA genes appeared 
silent or poorly expressed. In this commentary, I discuss this finding in light of the current literature and speculate on potential functions that 
transcriptionally silent tRNA genes may play. Studying silent tRNA genes may offer a unique opportunity to unravel novel mechanisms of cell 
regulation associated to tRNA biology.
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Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that 
deliver amino acids to the ribosome for protein synthesis. They 
are transcribed by RNA Polymerase III (Pol III) and go through 
a series of maturation steps and posttranscriptional modifica-
tions to become fully active.1 Once mature tRNAs are charged 
with their cognate amino acid, they read nucleotide triplets on 
messenger RNAs (codons) via base-pairing with nucleotide tri-
plets present on the tRNA molecule (anticodon). Transfer 
RNAs carrying the same amino acid are termed isoacceptors 
(e.g. tRNAArg), while those isoacceptors that share the same 
anticodon sequence are called isodecoders (e.g. tRNAArg

ACG).
The human genome contains more than 500 tRNA genes to 

decode 61 codons.2 The reason for such a high genetic redun-
dancy is to date unclear. As tRNA genes contain internal pro-
moter regions that are in principle sufficient for Pol III-mediated 
transcription,1 it was once believed that all tRNA genes would 
be similarly expressed. In this sense, tRNA gene copy number 
can correlate with codon usage (i.e. codons recognised by high 
gene copy tRNAs are more frequently used than those recog-
nised by low gene copy tRNAs).3 However, clear evidence point-
ing at differential expression of tRNA genes now exist.4-9 
Moreover, natural genomic loss of tRNA genes have been 
described in the human population,10 resulting in no obvious 
phenotypes.11 This suggests that some tRNA genes may be con-
stitutively silent transcriptionally. Whether these genes may have 
extra-transcriptional functions remain to be explored (see below).

Transfer RNA gene expression can be quantified by next-
generation sequencing (tRNA-Seq). However, the tRNA 

structure, the presence of posttranscriptionally modified resi-
dues, the sequence similarity between different tRNA species, 
and the difficulty in discriminating between precursor tRNA 
transcripts and mature tRNAs, can result in quantification 
biases.9,12-15 We have recently developed a bioinformatics pipe-
line to help overcome some of these biases that we termed 
‘isodecoder-specific tRNA gene contribution profiling’ (Iso-
tRNA-CP).9 Isodecoder-specific tRNA-CP is based on the 
assumption that the sequences of isodecoder tRNA genes, that 
share similar structures and modifications patterns, are sub-
jected to similar tRNA-Seq-dependent quantification biases. 
Hence, the method compares the expression of individual 
tRNA genes within their specific isodecoder set, and results are 
expressed as the proportional (%) transcript contribution of 
each gene to their corresponding isodecoder pool.

Analyses of the HEK293T tRNAome by Iso-tRNA-CP9 
revealed that approximately half of human tRNA genes con-
tribute less than 1% to their respective isodecoder pools 
(Figure 1A). This minor contribution could be interpreted as 
those genes being silent or poorly expressed in this cell line. 
A recent study performed in the closely related HEK293 cell 
line using alternative methods to estimate tRNA abundance 
(i.e. Hydro-tRNA-Seq and PAR-CLIP) reported that only 
359 tRNA genes were transcriptionally active.15 Results 
obtained by Iso-tRNA-CP in HEK293T cells are in good 
agreement with this report when defining ‘active’ tRNA 
genes as those contributing more than 1% to their isodecoder 
pools (Figure 1B).
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Expression of tRNA genes is cell type and tissue specific.4-9 
Therefore, silent tRNA genes found in HEK293/HEK293T 
cells could potentially be transcriptionally active in other cell 
types or under specific physiological scenarios. Analyses using 
genome-wide chromatin state data from the Roadmap 
Epigenomics Consortium in 127 human tissues and cell lines, 
revealed that out of the 596 human tRNA genes analysed, 254 
were found consistently inactive (i.e. 342 active human tRNA 
genes).16 This is also in agreement with reported Pol III occu-
pancy patterns in human cells and tissues.7,17-19 While the 
evaluation of chromatin states or patterns of Pol III occupancy 
are indirect measurements of tRNA gene expression (e.g. Pol 
III binding to a tRNA gene may not necessarily result in 
tRNA gene transcription), these studies also support that 
nearly half of human tRNA genes are constitutively silent or 
poorly expressed.

The observation that so many of the predicted human 
tRNA genes are in a silent state is intriguing. Some of these 
genes may be tRNA pseudogenes.15 However, mounting evi-
dence suggest that tRNA genes may have extra-transcriptional 
functions.20,21 For example, human tRNA genes were shown to 
play a role as insulators: they can block heterochromatin, 
repression mediated by the polycomb group proteins, and 
enhancer-mediated transcription activation.22 Notably, while 
recruitment of transcription factors are critical for the insulator 
function of tRNA genes, transcription of such tRNA genes is 
not a requirement.23 Transfer RNA genes are also sites for rep-
lication fork pauses and have been suggested to participate in 
preventing genetic instability in tumour formation.24 A role in 
directing transposon integration for tRNA genes has also been 

described.25 In addition, in yeast, binding of the transcription 
factor TFIIIC (without Pol III) to tRNA genes was shown to 
participate in the three-dimensional organisation of the 
genome, by tethering distant loci to the nuclear periphery.26 
Finally, comparative genomic studies revealed that tRNA genes 
tend to be associated to sites of gene gain and evolutionary 
breakpoints,27 suggesting a role for tRNA genes in recombina-
tion events in evolving yeast genomes.20

Altogether, these observations suggest that nuclear-encoded 
tRNA genes (both transcriptionally active and silent ones) may 
be playing an important role in genome structure. In this sense, 
it is worth drawing a parallelism with mitochondrial-encoded 
tRNA (mt-tRNA) genes. In the mitochondrial genome,  
mt-tRNA genes are located specifically between mt-messenger 
RNA (mt-mRNA) and mt-ribosomal RNA (mt-rRNA) genes. 
The mitochondrial genome is transcribed as long polycistronic 
transcripts and upon 5′- and 3′-end processing of the tRNA, 
the corresponding mt-mRNA and mt-rRNA transcripts are 
released.28 Although mt-tRNA genes can structurally differ 
from nuclear-encoded tRNA genes,28 it is possible that, in 
general, tRNA genes can serve as optimal intervening DNA 
sequences to regulate cellular functions (via diverse mecha-
nisms) at genomic level.

Concluding Remarks
Mapping of tRNA-Seq reads to the genome is not perfect.29 
This makes the definition of an ‘active’ versus ‘inactive’ tRNA 
gene based on the absolute number of sequencing reads map-
ping to a given tRNA gene very challenging. Isodecoder-
specific tRNA-CP may serve as a method to address this issue, 

Figure 1. Number of tRNA genes significantly expressed in HEK293T cells: (A) histogram analysis of number of tRNA genes (Y-axis; density) distributed 

across ranges of proportional contribution to their isodecoder sets (X-axis; expression proportion); based on Iso-tRNA-CP analyses obtained for 

HEK293T cells.9 A defined threshold (expression proportion = 0.01 = 1%) is indicated. Note that ‘tRNA genes’ are defined as single tRNA genes or tRNA 

families comprising variable number of tRNA genes with identical mature tRNA sequences as defined by Torres et al.9 (B) Number of tRNA genes per 

isoacceptor set (tRNAs charged with the same amino acid) sorted by their gene copy number according to the GtRNAdb v2.0,2 (dark-area graph). 

Light-area graph represents the number of tRNA genes for each isoacceptor set expressed in HEK293 cells as evidenced by Hydro-tRNA-Seq and 

PAR-CLIP.15 Black points represent the number of tRNA genes expressed in HEK293T cells based on a proportional contribution of at least 1% to their 

isodecoder set as calculated by Iso-tRNA-CP.9 As, in this analysis, all isoacceptor sets contain tRNA gene families, the error bars represent the minimum 

and maximum number of expressed tRNA genes considering that at least one, and potentially all, members of the tRNA family are expressed. The line 

connecting each isoacceptor set point is shown for profile comparisons against the dark- and light-area graphs.
Abbreviation: Iso-tRNA-CP, isodecoder-specific tRNA gene contribution profiling.
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as the number of significantly expressed tRNA genes can be 
estimated by defining a threshold of transcript contribution 
that tRNA genes generate towards their respective isodecoder 
pool (e.g. 1% contribution threshold as used in this work).

Direct tRNA transcript measurements,9,12,13,15 as well as 
indirect tRNA gene expression analyses,7,16-19 in several cell 
lines and tissues now support the observation that approxi-
mately half of human tRNA genes are silent or poorly expressed. 
While evidence for extra-transcriptional function for tRNA 
genes is emerging, a number of outstanding issues remain to be 
addressed: is there a correlation between the transcriptional 
state of tRNA genes and their chromosomal positioning?30 
Given that tRNA genes are highly conserved, are genes homol-
ogous to human silent tRNAs also conserved and silent in 
other species? Do silent tRNA genes present specific structural 
features? What other extra-transcriptional functions for tRNA 
genes are awaiting to be described? Addressing these questions 
will be key to expand our understanding on the multiple roles 
tRNA genes can play and will pave the way towards consoli-
dating the study of silent tRNA genes as a developing play-
ground waiting to be enjoyed.
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